Making only the assumption that you are an intelligent observer, an answer to the question: "So when will you be done your thesis anyway?" can be derived at the 95% confidence level. Estimates for the duration of my thesis (17.4 days to 72.7 years) agree, within an order of magnitude, with my life expectancy.
INTRODUCTION
The first year of graduate school teaches us that it is a mistake to assume, without sufficient reason, that we occupy a privileged position in the University 1 . A casual survey of any communal graduate student office is enough to show that there are few window places, and many non-window places; the Universe is much the same. The Copernican Principle, the idea that our location is not spatially or temporally unique, has been used to estimate the expected lifetime of our species 2 and has predicted, with remarkable accuracy, the existence 3,4 and spectrum 5 of cosmic background radiation. The knowledge that I am not, in any way, special and the assumption that you are a random intelligent observer will be used to estimate the probable future longevity of my Masters thesis.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Field Sampling
Pages 315 to 319 were removed from the library's copy of Nature volume 363, creased, and incubated for 
Wasting t Argument
Suppose that the University forms intelligent undergraduate students at a uniform rate and that a proportion of these students become graduate students. A graduate student is an undergraduate student who has abandoned self confidence and the ability to reason abstractly and independently in favor of self imposed humiliation, colloquially referred to as a "thesis", and roughly 1.5 x 10 4 dollars per year. The amount of time a thesis has been observable in the past is directly related to a student's ability to avoid thinking, and dodge contact with a supervisor. Thesis duration provides an estimate of a student's ability to engage in diversionary activities in the past, and is also an indication of robustness to future supervisory pressure.
Assume that a thesis can only be observed between the times t suckered in and t defense and that t now is an observation taken at a random time within that interval. There is a 50% chance that the estimate t future = ( t defense -t now ) = t past = ( t now -t suckered in ) will overestimate the time remaining in the thesis. For any random number r = ( t now -t suckered in ) / ( t defense -t suckered in ) uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 there is a probability P=0.95 that 1 / 39 t past < t future < 39 t past (95% confidence level)
RESULTS
At the time of this writing I have been "working" on my Masters thesis for 680 days. Applying equation
(1) predicts that, if writing this manuscript is not a prelude to mental breakdown or suicide, my thesis will last at least 17.4 days and not more than 26520 days (P=0.95).
DISCUSSION
The notion that I am not special has been extended to show that my Masters degree is only somewhat likely to be awarded posthumously.
Implications for My Future Prospects
The assumptions of equation (1) are not valid over extremely long or extremely short time intervals and I am, sadly, not able to estimate how long it will be before I have sex again or how long that event is expected to last.
